DETAILS:
Donaldson Park races 28 times a year, attached are the dates for this season. These are the only dates that the
grounds are unavailable for hire. Usually there is around a fortnight between race meetings.
WHERE:
Donaldson Park Racing Complex, Hands Avenue Bunbury
3km to the CBD and next to the Bussel Highway
CONTACT DETAILS:
Julie Caldwell

General Manager

0422 186 931

Kate Ryan

Events Co-ordinator

0418 197 134

Office

(08) 9721 2768

CAPACITY:
Members Lounge Bar - 200 people, tables and seating up to 200. 200 champagne glasses, crockery, cutlery, urn etc...
Huge grassed area, the Club is redefining the numbers for New Years Eve, there is 3000 on the licence however this
number maybe doubled by the council after they have redefined the Club as there are new toilet facilities.
Huge undercover area.
New ablution blocks with 14 female toilets, 7 male toilets and urinals plus two other toilet blocks on-course, and in
the past the Club has hired port-a-loos.
CATERING:
Large industrial kitchen, 3 commerical fryers, two large commercial bain maries with electricity capacity to plug in
more if hired in. Plus another small kitchen, 3 large BBQ’s. Often catering to crowds of thousands.
BAR:
Two large bars, one in the undercover area and one in the Members Lounge area.
EFTPOS:
Eftpos facilities available.
CAR PARK:
Huge car park area well lit with spotlights.
LIGHTING:
Racing at night the grounds have state of the art lighting onto the track and grassed area and all other staff and
public access areas.
PA SYSTEM:
There are two cordless microphones that go to speakers all along the grassed area, the undercroft area, the stable
area and Members Lounge. Plus CD player that goes to all of these areas.
TV’S:
There are 9 TV’s in the Members Lounge, a huge TV in the undercover area and a number of other TV’s in this area
and one in the restaurant.
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BIG SCREEN:
Attached is some information below on the “BIG SCREEN” which the Club has access to at discounted rates.
Racing and Wagering Western Australia is pleased to announce availability of its 46m2 mobile Big Screen and
staging unit. Western Australian public attending large scale events and particularly the racing industry have the
opportunity to experience big screen technology.
Delight your audience with the excitement of the Big Screen experience - this is a wonderful opportunity to be
involved and associated with, an exciting concept that will revolutionise the sporting and entertainment industry.
As most people are aware there are many ways that big screen technology can enhance the spectacle of large scale
events. With drop down stages for bands and presentations, 360 degree turning ability, full onboard computer
equipment, giant speakers and professional operators to make life easy, you can be assured the Big Screen will
provide an immediate impact on your audience and turn every presentation or gathering into a special event.
The Big Screen is IDEAL for:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Major Sporting events
Concerts/Festivials
Product launches
Live TV
Community Events
Outdoor Advertising

STABLE AREA:
Suitable for horse shows, equine evetns, rodeos etc. The Club has 110 separate tie up stalls, all undercover with a
recent $500,000 upgrade to the stable area it is one of the best in WA if not Australia. Four wash down bays & two
swab boxes.
DISABLED FACILITIES:
There are disabled toilets and new foot paths all around for easy access.

Please don’t hesitate to call if there is any other information we can provide that is helpful to you.

